Internet Advancement

MANDATORY AS OF 1/1/2016 FOR THE ALAMO AREA COUNCIL
Benefits of Internet Advancement

- Provides straightforward and direct method of reporting
- Eliminates issues with deciphering handwriting
- Helps in council verification of Eagle Scout Rank Applications
- Records ranks, badges, and awards in accordance with BSA advancement rules
- Consolidates data files to reduce or eliminate record gaps when Scouts transfer units
- Supports national data analysis for advancement statistics
- Assures advancement is counted in the Journey to Excellence
Important information needed to know when inputting information into Internet Advancement

- Names should match legal name (best to enter in front, middle, and last)
- Can only place advancement under 1 account
- Whenever a new member is added, reloading the roster is needed
- If a scout is not registered, the name will not show up to add advancement to
- BSA member identification numbers are unique only within each council. A scout's ID number cannot be accessed by any other councils. When a scout is moving, a printout needs to be sent with the scout to the new council
Procedure to upload other software into Internet Advancement (aka ScoutNet)

- TO PREP FOR UPLOAD, MAKE SURE BOTH PROGRAMS HAVE THE EXACT SAME MEMBER NAMES/ID NUMBERS
- INDIVIDUAL SOFTWARE PROGRAMS HAVE A FEATURE TO EITHER UPLOAD A FILE TO SCOUTNET OR A BUTTON TO SUBMIT TO LOCAL COUNCIL. COMPLETE THE TASK PER THE SOFTWARE
- PRINT OUT ADVANCEMENT REPORTS/SHOPPING LISTS FROM INTERNET ADVANCEMENT AFTER LOGGING IN AND CONFIRMING A SUCCESSFUL UPLOAD
Benefits of Internet Advancement

Unit can print out official record
Needed for all replacement ranks and merit badges
Needed for any Scout that is moving to another council or transferring into another unit

Do not need to submit misc forms
Emergency Preparedness
CS Outdoor Award
Conservation Award
Nova Supernova Awards
Outdoor Ethics Award
Historic Trails Award
50 Miler Award
National Outdoor Award
Intrepreter Strip

Will make transition to ScoutBook seamless when the program is updated in the future
Resources to help in the transition

Link site to Internet Advancement: [www.alamoareabsa.org/units/advancement](http://www.alamoareabsa.org/units/advancement)
Questions that are not found on site(s): email [melissa.moore@scouting.org](mailto:melissa.moore@scouting.org)